
MCMC Fragrances designs scents based on beautiful experiences. Inspired by how the 
perfect perfume can enhance one’s sense of style, we asked the company to match each 
Aritzia line with one of their creations. By Sharon Steel. Photographed by Sunny Shokrae

HEAVEN SCENT

“I used perfume when I was growing up like any regular teenager—I wore 
Tommy Girl!,” says Anne Serrano-McClain with a laugh. Serrano-McClain 
is the founder and nose behind MCMC Fragrances, the Brooklyn-based 
boutique perfume brand she runs with her sister Katie McClain. She’s sitting 
in her sunny studio in Greenpoint, Brooklyn, where dream catchers and tiny 
café lights are strung up across the walls, and tables are strewn with tiny 
bottles and vials. But the main thing you notice when you walk inside is how 
fantastic it smells. “You can recreate a whole experience with smells just 
because of how closely it’s tied to memory,” McClain explains. “If you smell 
something, you’re immediately transported there.”

Until 2009, Serrano-McClain was a self-taught perfume junkie. Armed with a 
degree in photography and a career in interior design, she devoted her spare 
time to attending fragrance workshops and tinkering with essential oils. But 
after enrolling at the Grasse Institute of Perfumery in southern France, her 
technical knowledge caught up with her passion. She memorized hundreds 
of ingredients, studied the history of perfume making, and learned how to 
concoct fragrances of her own. As soon as she returned to New York, she 
began building her company. MCMC’s debut line, Stories, is based on eight 
formative moments in her own life, such as falling in love. The woodsy 
Hunter is about a friend who built maple sugar cabins in Vermont; and the 
fresh yet musky Maine chronicles a day spent on the island of North Haven. 
“It’s about sitting in a very specific field, with a specific person at a specific 
time of year, and the way the grass was, the trees, the wind blowing,” says 
Serrano-McClain. “That’s when I know I’m done—I’ll catch a whiff of it and 
I’m like, oh…I’m there.”

This fall, MCMC is expanding on their surprise hit, the Dude No. 1 Beard 
Oil with a new cologne version. “It hit the Zeitgeist at the right time!” says 
Serrano-McClain. MCMC also has roots in social justice: The sisters 
started The Humanity Project in conjunction with the company and are 
releasing a series of scents inspired by volunteer work they do around the 
world. Serrano-McClain hopes her fragrances will allow others to capture 
watershed moments in their own lives. “When someone wears an MCMC 
perfume, I don’t want them to think of my experiences. It’s about how they 
feel when they wear it.”

Inspired by MCMC’s stylish packaging and the universally specific 
experiences behind each scent, we asked the sisters to match each Aritzia 
line with one of their fragrances. If you’re still searching for a signature scent, 
this is the best place to start—just click through the slides at the top and 
breathe in.
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